
BOOT CAMP 1561 

Chapter 1561: The Demon King Said, ‘These Are My People.’ 

“Don’t worry. I will teach you well. Let me tell you something. There is a ‘kidnapping plan’ for the 

following tactical training. Ye Jian, be careful! Once you are captured, the punishment you will receive 

will be unforgettable.” 

He wasn’t teasing her. There was no laughter either. There was only coldness in his voice. Ye Jian was 

certain that once she was captured, she wouldn’t be treated well! 

Ye Jian felt a chill in her heart. It looked like this confrontation training was definitely stronger and more 

difficult than the previous training! If not, Xia Jinyuan wouldn’t remind her in such a tone. 

She wasn’t afraid of difficulties. She was just worried that she wouldn’t be able to catch up with her 

comrades! 

 

Ye Jian took a deep breath. She felt the pressure even before she started her training. 

Li Jinnian took the luggage from her hand. He turned his head and said to Xia Jinyuan, who was following 

him, “How long do you plan to stay in contact with my comrades? Don’t you plan to go back and 

organize the team?” 

His training style was entirely different from Xia Jinyuan’s. One was cold and tough, while the other was 

relaxed. However, it was undeniable that Xia Jinyuan’s training style was what the Snow Region Brigade 

needed. 

He had wanted to join the Special Forces in the Snow Region Brigade. He even submitted his application 

form. In the end, he was asked by the leader to have a heart-to-heart talk. He was advised to stay in the 

navy and become a Special Forces soldier. 

His personality and training style was completely different from Xia Jinyuan’s. 

It was one thing to mingle with his comrades, but why did he keep staring at the members of the Storm 

Commando Brigade? 

Demon King Li Jinnian chased him away. 

 

Major Xia was a thick-skinned person. He wouldn’t be chased away so easily. He said calmly, “I haven’t 

seen Ye Jian for a long time. I want to have a chat with her so that we won’t become strangers.” 

He was sincere and calm. No one could tell that he was doing this to accompany his girlfriend. 

Besides having a side that no one knew about in front of Ye Jian, Xia Jinyuan had always been 

unfathomable in front of other people. No one could guess what he was thinking. Anyway, from his 

expression, Li Jinnian couldn’t tell if what he said was true or not. 



However, he understood him a little too. A strange feeling surged in his heart. He glanced at Ye Jian and 

him secretly. The scene of the ‘kiss’ flashed past his mind again. Was he not mistaken just now? 

As a woman, she needed to be more sensitive. Ye Jian felt that Li Jinnian’s gaze was probing so she 

continued calmly, “We will meet and interact for the next 45 days. Major Xia, you don’t have to be so 

anxious.” 

She emphasized the word ‘anxious.’ 

Xia Jinyuan raised his wrist and looked at the time. The dim light on the dial flickered for a moment. He 

saw the time clearly and replied seriously, “It’s still early. It’s not even ten o’clock. I’ll give you two hours 

of homework. Tonight, we will be returning to the camp early. Normally, we will gather at 11:00 PM.” 

This was a powerful excuse. 

Demon King Li nodded. “Sure. If you have the time, hurry up and revise. I need to organize the 

information tonight and pass it to you, Q King.” After he finished speaking, he looked at Ye Jian with a 

cold and sharp gaze. “Ye Jian, everyone here has no name or surname. They only have codenames. His 

codename is Q King, my codename is Demon King, and your codename is Golden Phoenix. From this 

moment onwards, you have entered the Storm Commando Brigade and become a member of our team. 

I hope you remember this.” 

Chapter 1562: Impossible 

 

“Yes!” Ye Jian replied, accepting Demon King’s criticism. 

Xia Jinyuan didn’t stand up for her. From now on, Ye Jian belonged to the Storm Commando Brigade. 

As for him, his time as a boyfriend to welcome his girlfriend had ended. He put his personal feelings 

aside. For the next 45 days, they were just comrades who would complete the combat training together, 

not lovers. 

Xia Jinyuan placed the supplies neatly aside and placed the last tank. Then, he walked to the front of the 

two teams with Li Jinnian. Ye Jian stood beside them. 

Li Jinnian introduced Ye Jian. “New member of the Storm Commando Brigade, codenamed “Golden 

Phoenix..” It was an extremely simple introduction. After he finished speaking, he asked Ye Jian to 

introduce herself. 

 

Ye Jian’s self-introduction was very simple too. “I’m Golden Phoenix. I won’t disappoint my comrades 

from the Storm Commando Brigade. Over!” 

There was applause…. The comrades from the Snow Region Brigade who knew Ye Jian clapped hard and 

muttered in their hearts. 



After they were dismissed, Han Zheng jumped out and asked Xia Jinyuan in disbelief, “Q King, what 

happened? Why did Golden Phoenix become a member of the Storm Commando Brigade? Shouldn’t she 

belong to our team?” 

“It’s the military’s arrangement. There’s no reason. This is what you see.” Xia Jinyuan took off his wet 

combat uniform and revealed his muscular upper body. When his hand touched his belt buckle, he 

turned around. “I want to change. Can you excuse yourself?” 

Although the conditions on the skerry were limited, it was fine for one person to change his clothes 

alone. 

Han Zheng looked at his good friend’s upper body and whistled frivolously. “Your figure is not bad. Fine, 

I can’t cure you. I have to make way for you.” 

There was no fresh water on the island, but that didn’t stop the two teams from getting fresh water. A 

few days ago, it was raining heavily. The two teams had stored a lot of fresh water in the tanks used to 

store supplies. Then, they used it to wipe themselves. 

There were still five days before his combat training at sea. He had to use the water she stored 

sparingly. Bathing became a luxury. He could only wet the towel and wipe his body. 

Xia Jinyuan changed his clothes. When the members of the Snow Region Brigade saw Han Zheng coming 

over, they waited for him to explain why Ye Jian became a member of the Storm Commando Brigade. 

 

The people Ye Jian knew were all members of the Snow Region Brigade. Last time, Q King got permission 

from the military and the general to tell Ye Jian what kind of special forces the Snow Region Brigade 

was. How did she become a comrade of the Storm Commando Brigade? 

“It’s the military’s arrangement,” Han Zheng walked over and said seriously. Then, he looked at his 

comrades. 

The comrades from the Snow Region Brigade looked at Han Zheng and waited for him to say something. 

However, after waiting for a while, Han Zheng didn’t say anything. 

“Finished?” J5 asked. “Only four words? Are you sure you didn’t miss anything?” 

Han Zheng nodded seriously. 

“Understood.” J5 nodded seriously. Then, he took off his combat uniform as he walked. 

K7 turned and left too. His actions were the same as J5. 

“What does he understand? Why don’t I understand anything?” 

“I’ve already said that it’s the military’s arrangement. What else do you not understand?” T6 told his 

comrade sternly and patted his shoulder. He repeated, “It’s the military’s arrangement.” 

The reason was: military arrangements. 

Chapter 1563: A Terrible Ending 



 

The Snow Region Brigade had a total of 22 members participating in the combat training. These 22 

special forces soldiers were all elites among elites. It could be said that any grassroots or field forces 

would be the king of this unit. 

Among them, including Xia Jinyuan, Ye Jian only knew eight members. A few other members followed 

the leader to Pakistan for a secret meeting to take on the role of security, so they had seen Ye Jian 

secretly. 

But Ye Jian had never seen them before. 

As for the other members, although they had never seen Ye Jian, like White Crane, they were not 

unfamiliar with the name ‘Ye Jian.’ This was because people in the team often mentioned her. They 

were familiar with her name but not with her. 

 

“Didn’t a few of you talk about Ye Jian every day in the past? Why didn’t she come to our team? Why 

did she go to the Water Ghost team? The military’s arrangement? Don’t tell me that we will fight her.” 

. 

“Even if we fight her, she might not become our comrade. This matter will depend on the military’s 

arrangements.” 

“At the end of the day, we still have to see what the military has planned. Hey, did you see what she 

looks like just now?” A team member who was wearing headgear changed the topic to ‘looks’ with 

interest… He spoke the thoughts of several teammates. 

“That’s right, that’s right. Did anyone see it clearly? When she introduced herself, my eyes were about 

to pop out. Unfortunately, she was behind the moonlight, so that I couldn’t see anything. I just felt that 

her voice was really nice. It was like a lark.” 

After a day of training, the topic would be more relaxed during the break. Ye Jian’s appearance came 

into their conversation because of her identity and her gender. This group of male soldiers, who had 

been facing the sea for dozens of days, started chatting secretly. 

They were discussing why she was in the Water Ghost team since she was familiar with her comrades. 

Second, how did she look? Was she good-looking? 

As for how capable, they put that aside. She definitely wouldn’t be too bad if she could train with the 

male soldiers and join the Water Ghost camp led by the Demon King. 

 

If she was incompetent, would the military send her? 

Would the Demon King want her? 

Hence, there was no need to discuss this issue. They would discuss the topic that they were most 

interested in to relax. 



Besides relaxing their bodies, they needed to relax their mind during high-intensity training. 

A female soldier would become the most beautiful scenery in the eyes of the male soldiers wherever 

she went. 

Pigeon and White Crane had seen Ye Jian before. Hearing that, they said in unison, “We will know when 

we see her tomorrow, as long as she doesn’t have camouflage paint on her face.” 

“It looks like all of you are very interested in her looks. Why don’t I tell the Demon King tomorrow and 

let him bring Ye Jian over to walk around in front of you?” A faint and cold voice was heard. The team 

members who were resting together quickly pulled their sleeping bags over their heads and fell asleep in 

seconds! 

Xia Jinyuan took a few steps and walked to his teammate who asked how Ye Jian looked. He bent down 

and smiled calmly. “If you really want to see her, I can bring you over now. I want to look for her.” 

He sounded very sincere. It seemed like he really wanted to bring his teammates over. 

If he really believed him, his ending would be tragic. 

Chapter 1564: Training to Death 

 

It was not until Xia Jinyuan had left for at least three minutes that the teammate, whose head was 

hidden in his sleeping bag, heaved a sigh of relief. It was too scary to be caught red-handed. Cold sweat 

broke out on his back. 

Q King was the youngest captain of the Snow Region Brigade. He was also the strongest ‘King’ among all 

the captains. He might be able to fight with his comrades, but when he sat there, besides the elegance 

in his bones, there was also the fierceness of a sleeping beast. 

No one knew what expression this elegant captain would have in the next second. No one knew what he 

would do after his expression changed. No one could guess what he would do, but everyone believed in 

him. 

 

Just like the ‘Demon King’ of the Storm Commando Brigade, he was cold and seemed unreasonable. 

However, every Water Ghost trusted him and never doubted his ability. They would obey his orders and 

never question him.. 

The Water Ghosts must be elated. Look, they haven’t come to rest. 

Tsk, tsk, tsk, tsk, of course, they would be happy. The only female soldier has entered their camp. When 

they catch them tomorrow, they must ‘tell’ them not to be too proud. 

The Water Ghosts were indeed happy. Although Ye Jian had briefly introduced herself, she still needed 

to introduce herself in detail when she reached the team. 

“I am an accurate sniper in long-range and close combat. I can lie low long-term and not get caught. The 

longest record is 92 hours. After completing sniping training, I am good at using all kinds of guns….” Ye 



Jian seized the time to complete her detailed introduction so that the Storm Commando’s Water Ghosts 

could have a detailed understanding of her combat ability. 

She told them what she was good at. The Water Ghosts sitting cross-legged were dumbfounded. 

This and that…, female soldier, is there anything you don’t know? 

 

It wasn’t an official occasion. The soldiers below could ask Ye Jian questions at any time. Someone asked 

her what she didn’t know. 

Ye Jian thought for a moment and smiled. “There are many things that I don’t know. I don’t know how 

to fly in the sky or run on the ground. Besides driving a tank and an engineering truck, I don’t know 

anything else.” She never felt that she was good. Every mission, every new knowledge she learned, she 

would give it her all. 

The members of the Storm Commando Brigade were already laughing. They teased, “You’re already 

good enough. If you want to learn more, Golden Phoenix, we will be trained to death by the Demon 

King.” 

Every soldier had their own field. No matter how powerful a soldier was, they couldn’t be proficient in 

everything. 

“If that’s the case, I believe the Demon King will be happy to see it happen. He will raise the difficulty of 

the extremely difficult training to 20.” Ye Jian stood in front of the Water Ghosts confidently and spoke 

without any hesitation. “The Demon King once said to me that a military school from a certain Western 

country said that ‘reasonable training is called training. Unreasonable training is called training.’ He told 

me that if there is any unreasonable training in the future, please use this term.” 

The laughter below got louder. 

Li Jinnian, who was standing at the side, glanced at Ye Jian calmly. Then, his sharp and cold gaze slowly 

swept past his comrades, who were completely relaxed. The smile on the Water Ghost instantly 

disappeared. When his gaze swept past their heads, it was as sharp as a blade brushing against their 

scalps. 

Chapter 1565: Development 

 

Receiving the Demon King’s gaze, this thought flashed across the minds of all the Water Ghosts. 

“Trouble. We’ve relaxed too much. Something big is going to happen!” 

Ye Jian, who was closest to the Demon King, felt the changes in him. Like the Water Ghosts below, she 

felt that something big was going to happen! 

He was the same kind of person as Major Xia! He didn’t know what they would do in the next second, 

but his instincts told him that it wouldn’t be good. 



Everyone was silent for 30 seconds. Li Jinnian moved his lips slightly, and the Water Ghosts narrowed 

their eyes. They heard his voice coming in with the sea breeze. “Tell us what else you don’t know. 

Everyone, three minutes. Let’s start.” 

. 

 

… 

Something big really happened! Based on their understanding of the Demon King, as long as they didn’t 

know how to do it… he would let them know! 

Brothers, be careful. Don’t let the two armies’ ‘not’ come out ‘! 

The meeting turned into a self-reflection session. When Xia Jinyuan came over, he saw the Demon King 

standing in front with a cold expression. The Water Ghosts were lined up neatly. Their faces were all 

saying, ‘what do I not know.’ 

The Water Ghost with the codename ‘Big Prawn’ was clearly very cool at night, but sweat popped out on 

his forehead. His fingers were tapping on a laptop quickly. It was obvious that he was memorizing every 

word that was said. 

Li Jinnian raised his eyes and exchanged glances with Xia Jinyuan. He tilted his head and said to Ye Jian, 

“Go and study with Q King. Return to the team at midnight. I will place the training course beside your 

sleeping bag tomorrow.” 

“Yes!” Ye Jian saluted and walked towards Xia Jinyuan. 

At 10:00 PM, the starry sky seemed purer. It was so clear that it seemed to have stopped. Even the 

nebula could be vaguely seen. 

The members of the Snow Region Brigade were already asleep. The Water Ghosts of the Storm 

Commando Brigade had been self-reflecting for an hour. At eleven o’clock, they crawled into their 

sleeping bags and stood in the dark. The sentinel with a steel gun in his hand was in front and one guard 

at the back. 

 

Li Jinnian glanced at the two figures sitting on the ground facing the sea breeze. After walking a few 

steps towards them, he suddenly stopped because Xia Jinyuan sensed someone approaching and turned 

his head to look at him. 

Nodding at him, Li Jinnian turned around and walked towards his sleeping bag. 

The background of the two of them was very harmonious. Even though there was a certain distance 

between them, there was a subtle intimacy that no one could join in. However, from the looks of it, 

there was no relationship between the two of them. 

Some seabirds let out frightened cries. They flapped their wings and rushed into the sea. Their small 

figures flew around in the sky a few times before returning to the island. 



Li Jinnian didn’t fall asleep immediately. Instead, he looked at the progress of the two teams’ combat 

training. 

After looking at the training data for the past few days, Li Jinnian, who was usually expressionless, raised 

his head and pinched his eyebrows. A hint of coldness flashed past his cold and exquisite handsome 

face. 

It had to be said that the Storm Commando Brigade was very different from the Snow Region Brigade. 

The members of the Snow Region Brigade had more combat experience and chemistry than the 

members of the Storm Commando Brigade. 

They still needed to strengthen their training. As the country’s military power increased, the country’s 

requirements for the special forces increased too. Every special forces unit needed to be fully 

developed. It wasn’t just a combat area. It needed to be developed in all aspects. 

Chapter 1566: Don’t Mislead People 

 

The main task of the Storm Commando Brigade was to carry out direct military missions. They were to 

seize, destroy, and occupy military targets quickly. The second task was the special investigation 

missions. The third task was unconventional combat missions. The fourth task was overseas missions. 

The fifth task was to participate in the anti-terrorist missions. 

From a general point of view, it looked similar to the Snow Region Brigade’s missions. In reality, they 

focused on land warfare, reconnaissance, surprise attacks, and infiltration. There would be army figures 

in the snow, plains, forests, mountains, deserts, and lakes. 

This included the specialties of the Water Ghosts. However, the Water Ghosts were not as good as the 

members of the Snow Region Brigade when it came to land, forests, mountains, and snow warfare. 

 

At sea, the Water Ghosts focused on infiltration and landing on the beach.. Diving was a top priority. The 

main focus was on special operations at sea like islands and ships. 

After the sea competition ended, they would have to follow the Snow Region Special Forces to fight on 

land. The two teams would learn from each other and complement each other. 

This was the purpose of the training. 

Li Jinnian didn’t raise his head for a long time. From time to time, he would pick up a pen and write on 

the training subjects of the Storm Commando Brigade that had failed. He would also write a summary 

and save it on an encrypted computer. 

These were rare and precious materials during training. They were used to dissect the Snow Region 

Brigade and gain valuable experience. Not only were these materials precious, but they were also 

confidential. 

Time ticked by. The young special forces soldiers fell asleep as they listened to the sound of the waves. 



Besides Xia Jinyuan, who was still helping Ye Jian with her homework, only Li Jinnian and the two 

sentinels have not gone to sleep. 

 

At midnight, Xia Jinyuan closed his textbooks on time and said to Ye Jian, “You need to combine the 

experiments. You can’t just memorize the theories. To rush the process, you didn’t focus on building the 

theories ….” 

He was talking about the principle of the single-plane machine. Although she was in the command class 

and had nothing to do with technology, her second-year training was still related to technology. The 

teachers were progressing very quickly, so she had to speed up her progress. 

She had seen the numerous trophies that Xia Jinyuan had won during his time at the Chinese Academy 

of Sciences. Among them, he had solved a difficult problem with the construction of a single-engine 

machine with an experimental team. He had won third-class merits. Now, it was a piece of cake for him 

to explain the most basic content. 

Also, his explanation was very detailed. He was able to get to the main point. Ye Jian got it quickly There 

was no sign that she didn’t understand it. 

After picking up all the textbooks, Ye Jian looked at him with a smile and teased him, “Won’t you feel a 

little aggrieved if I let you teach me? You’ve graduated long ago. I didn’t expect you to still remember 

the knowledge in the textbooks. It looks like when you’re old and retired, you might be able to go back 

to the military school and become a professor. You can teach and groom the next generation.” 

Xia Jinyuan wasn’t afraid of being teased. Hearing that, he raised his eyebrows elegantly and smiled in 

an especially noble manner. “Why would I feel wronged? I’m not afraid that I will forget. That’s why I 

used you to practice.” 

“However, you’re right. I plan to return as a professor when I’m old and live comfortably in the military.” 

If he wore this military uniform, he wouldn’t be able to bear to take it off for the rest of his life. If he 

really retired, he joked with the old man at home that he would go back to the military school to teach. 

However, he was dismissed by the old man. 

Chapter 1567: Temptation 

He seemed to be in a good mood. His gaze was deep and gentle as he looked at Ye Jian. The smile on his 

thin lips got deeper. “I’m old. You’re old too. Why don’t we go back to the military school to teach and 

mislead other people?” 

“Q King is in his prime now. There’s no need to think so far ahead. It’s getting late. I’ll have to trouble Q 

King to tutor me tonight. Thank you. Good night.” Ye Jian yawned and stood up first to bid farewell to 

the young major who was still interested in continuing the conversation. 

Once she finished speaking, she left swiftly. 

Xia Jinyuan: “….” What should he do? Little Fox was getting harder and harder to deal with. The more he 

did this, the itchier he felt. 



 

With a smile on his face, he watched as her slender figure left his vision. He stood at the same spot and 

watched her for a long time. He only left after the gentle smile on his face disappeared. 

The Demon King’s side was still lit up. He needed to see what he was researching. 

At midnight, Li Jinnian was still tidying up the training results over the past few days. To better see the 

difference in strength between the two teams, he especially drew a form. The training process for the 

past few days was written on the form. No one knew what he was thinking, but his slender and good-

looking eyebrows were always furrowed. 

Suddenly, he narrowed his eyes and looked at the form he had drawn and the words in it. He realized a 

problem. 

The training that Xia Jinyuan led last week was more of a training course than a training program! 

He led the members of the Snow Region Brigade to provide lessons for the Storm Commando Brigade! 

From targeted and narrow space combat training to large-scale mountain infiltration combat and close 

combat, he used one-on-one learning mode to let the members of the Storm Commando Brigade catch 

up with them on land. 

 

“Are you still tidying up the information?” About one meter away, Xia Jinyuan restrained his voice and 

opened his mouth. He glanced at the ground lit up with light and saw a simple sand table made of sand 

and rocks. “Research tactics? What good combat plans do you have?” 

Normally, when the other members were already asleep, Xia Jinyuan and Li Jinnian still needed to 

discuss the problems that occurred during the day’s training and analyze them so that they could change 

and adjust their training in time. 

Hearing his voice from behind, Li Jinnian closed the document in his hand and stood up. He turned 

around and looked at the young major, who had put in a lot of effort. “Just now, I was studying a few 

weak projects in my team. I inadvertently discovered a problem.” 

“Problem?” Xia Jinyuan thought that it was a problem during training. He pointed at the beach and 

asked the two of them to sit down. “What problem? How serious is it?” 

Knowing that he had misunderstood, Li Jinnian explained, “It’s a training problem.” 

The two of them sat on the soft beach. Li Jinnian passed the documents in his hand to Xia Jinyuan. 

“Please take a look at the draft.” 

The ‘Q King’ of the Snow Region Brigade was indeed worthy of his reputation. If he didn’t organize the 

training materials and see what else he needed to add and analyzed the difference in combat skills 

between the two teams, he wouldn’t have realized that Q King was so thoughtful. 

The overseas competition lasted for twenty days. Five of them were fighting at sea, and the other fifteen 

were fighting on land. At that time, Xia Jinyuan teased him, “Demon King, you’re under a lot of pressure. 



You have to fight on land for fifteen days, including snow, plains, and mountains. These are all my 

army’s strengths. You need to speed up your progress.” 

Chapter 1568: What Do You Think? 

 

Xia Jinyuan was still looking at the analysis. Li Jinnian said calmly, “The competition will be held in May 

next year. There’s less than half a year left. The Storm Commando Brigade needs to speed up their 

progress. If not, they will disappoint Q King.” 

“It’s nothing. It’s to repay you for your hard work in training Ye Jian.” Xia Jinyuan closed the information 

and looked at his laptop. He couldn’t help but smile. “Demon King, don’t tell me that you plan to send all 

this information to the higher-ups?” 

Demon King Li placed the information he arranged on the keyboard and raised his eyebrows. “What do 

you think?” 

“I don’t have any objections. I just feel that this is a small matter..” Xia Jinyuan didn’t expect him to be 

so serious. He didn’t change his mind. Xia Jinyuan smiled and shook his head. He thought of something 

and said, “Ye Jian’s codename is ‘Golden Phoenix’. Is that her codename in your Storm Commando 

Brigade? Also, don’t write her codename on the report.” 

 

Li Jinnian was puzzled. He looked at Xia Jinyuan calmly. “What do you mean?” 

“There’s a problem here.” Xia Jinyuan looked at him seriously. “Our team hasn’t decided on her 

codename. You can’t give her a codename so easily. Once the military approves it, we can’t change it for 

her.” 

Facing Li Jinnian’s confusion, Xia Jinyuan explained in detail, “Because it’s really hard to hear! There are 

no many people in the unit with codenames like ‘Golden Phoenix.'” 

So it was because it didn’t sound good. Li Jinnian glanced at him coldly. Then, he pressed the delete 

button on his computer and deleted the words ‘Golden Phoenix.’ He asked him, “What’s your 

codename?” 

Xia Jinyuan picked up a pen and wrote the words ‘Azure Bird’ on the paper. He said, “Replace it with 

Azure Bird temporarily. Remember to write ‘temporary use’ on it. Don’t mess up.” 

She would become the ‘Phoenix King.’ An azure bird was better than a golden phoenix! 

“Poetry of the South—Nine Laments” had a saying: “Three birds came flying from the south; I marked 

their constancy and wished to follow northwards. I wanted the three birds to take a message for me, but 

they left with a start and I was too late to catch them.” 

These were divine birds from the ancient legends of China. They were bright in color and light-weight. 

Also, they were the predecessor of the phoenix. 

 



Little Fox hadn’t undergone the Phoenix’s Nirvana so she could use the codename ‘Azure Bird’ 

temporarily. 

Azure Bird was indeed better than Golden Phoenix. Li Jinnian didn’t have any objections and quickly 

typed the word “Azure Bird” into the computer. He didn’t even ask why. 

Xia Jinyuan stood up. He seemed to be in a good mental state. “Have an early rest.” 

Li Jinnian nodded. After Xia Jinyuan left, he didn’t get up to rest. He tidied up the information in his hand 

and sent it to the Naval Command center to end the day’s work. 

He placed his palm on the computer screen. After a while, he narrowed his cold eyes. A hint of darkness 

flashed past his eyes. 

“To repay you for your hard work in training Ye Jian.” There seemed to be a deeper meaning behind his 

words. 

It was almost one o’clock in the morning. Li Jinnian thought for a moment and threw it to the back of his 

mind. He got up and went back to his sleeping bag to rest. 

No matter what his intention was, Q King did help them a lot this time. 

He had completed dozens of advanced personal training courses for the Special Forces. With him leading 

the team for training, the combat level of the entire team would definitely increase. Under Q King’s lead, 

the Snow Region Brigade had already achieved an enormous leap. 

Chapter 1569: Capturing Her 

 

Snipers were not just snipers. They could also become assault soldiers who could fight from a distance. 

Electronic Detonators needed to take care of a breakthrough battle too. Even the technical soldier with 

the codename ‘Z7’ was able to become a firearms expert… The person who replaced ‘K7’ should be a 

medic. In the end, his professional skills and combat skills improved together. 

As a major, Xia Jinyuan exploited the potential of every team member. In his words, a person is a 

machine. You will only know how powerful his performance is when he operates. 

That was true. Only by operating could everyone’s potential be stimulated. 

The moon had already risen above the sea. The stars that dotted the sky gradually disappeared.. The 

flickering of the stars indicated the arrival of a new day. 

 

Ye Jian caught up with the two teams at the fastest and most stable speed. As the only female soldier of 

the two teams, she didn’t receive any special treatment. 

She had to train as hard as her team members trained. Besides sleeping further, Ye Jian was no different 

from the male soldiers. They ate and lived together. 



No one took care of her because she was a female soldier. During training, no one raised the heavy rock 

in their hands a little higher because she was a female soldier, so that she could eat less. 

There was nothing special about her. Everyone knew that she was suffering now because she wanted to 

complete her mission and come back alive. 

During the ten days of training, the ‘meat’ on Ye Jian’s face, which she had painstakingly raised in school, 

became thinner at a speed visible to the naked eye. Her facial features became more exquisite. 

“Azure Bird, Big Prawn, the two of you will reach the highest point closest to the beach in ten minutes. 

This place…” Li Jinnian spread out the battle map and started to arrange the battle plan. 

After midnight, the match between the two teams started. Half an hour ago, they arrived at this 

unfamiliar island. It was covered with rocks and trees. From the military map, it looked like a mountain 

range. 

However, this was the wrong map. The east and west were upside down. The coordinates inside were 

wrong too. Looking at this wrong military map, Li Jinnian started to complete his plan based on his 

experience. 

 

The entire island was already covered with surveillance cameras. Every member was equipped with a 

signal device. It allowed the military leaders who were observing the two teams to know the movements 

of all the members. 

The Storm Commando Brigade entered half an hour ago. The same went for the Snow Region Brigade. 

The military purposely arranged an unfamiliar island to test them. It was more challenging. 

“The two of you will initiate infiltration and clearance. The five of you will form a team and cover the 

beach landing. Remember, no one is allowed to act alone. You must cover each other and guard each 

other!” 

“The three of you will form a team. We will be diving, and we will be fighting in a semicircle….” Li Jinnian 

was a good commander. He and Xia Jinyuan were the kings. They would see who wins this time. 

As a sniper and an assault rifleman, Ye Jian needed to carry two guns on her back. She placed the assault 

rifle in front of her chest and the sniper rifle on her back. Everyone listened to Li Jinnian’s arrangements 

and laid down quietly in the cold seawater, waiting for midnight. 

At the Snow Region Brigade, Xia Jinyuan opened the map that he had just got. When he saw it, his face 

turned dark. 

The military was indeed despicable. They even purposely gave him the wrong map. It didn’t matter. He 

had the wrong map, but Demon King Li must be the same. 

Chapter 1570: Full Scheme 

 



Xia Jinyuan took a closer look at the map. He realized that not only did they reverse the west and south 

directions, but even the coordinates inside were wrong. He didn’t expect this map to help them. 

Without a map, the members of the Snow Region Brigade could still complete their mission. 

Although the sea was the territory of the Water Ghosts, they couldn’t rely solely on military maps when 

it came to combat. He rolled up the military map in his hand and was about to put it away when a wave 

suddenly slapped over… Xia Jinyuan lowered his head and looked at the military map that was supposed 

to be waterproof and mold-proof. It was instantly soaked. Then, the terrain on it got dyed at a speed 

visible to the naked eye. 

“Not only was it a fake map, but it was easily damaged. I need to make some progress in the report.” Xia 

Jinyuan shook the military map and carefully folded it, and placed it in the waterproof bag. 

 

. 

Although it was a military map made of rice paper, it was still a map. It wasn’t his habit to throw it away. 

When he was writing the report, he planned to put it in a sealed plastic bag and place it at the back of 

the ‘report.’ He wanted to let the military leaders see how low the fake quality of the map was. 

Actually, the leaders of the military wanted to joke around with them to lighten the atmosphere! 

The comrades from the Snow Region Brigade looked at the military map. They felt that something would 

happen after the competition. B 

It couldn’t be helped. If their Q King confronted the military, he would be even more narrow-minded 

than a lady. 

Hahaha, but they liked it. 

Q King was narrow-minded because he wanted to gain benefits for the Snow Region Brigade. In the 

words of the major general, “Even if a swallow passes over his head, he will have to pluck a few feathers 

to use as a quill.” 

 

“We don’t need the map. I’m afraid that if we use it, it will be equivalent to stuffing our comrades into a 

fire pit. There’s still some time. Let’s hurry up and deploy our tactics.” Xia Jinyuan arranged for four 

comrades in army combat uniforms to keep watch. “Their Azure Bird is familiar with our combat 

method. Hence, once you discover her, that Azure Bird must be captured alive. Don’t give her a chance 

to escape.” 

Xia Jinyuan was talking about Ye Jian. He was telling all his team members how they should treat Ye Jian. 

The members of the Snow Region Brigade nodded. That was a must! 

Green Bird was familiar with their combat style in the Water Ghost camp. She was like a bright and cold 

blade hanging on their necks. If it landed, blood would definitely be spilled. 



“Capture her alive. Let’s see if we can get anything out of her. You have seen Demon King Li’s training. 

All his arrangements will only be the most lethal. As long as we know one thing, it’s better than tearing a 

piece of his flesh.” 

At the mention of combat, Xia Jinyuan’s aura changed entirely. He was no longer the elegant prince. He 

was like a blood-soaked Shura. 

There was a chill in his deep and dark eyes. As he spoke, his voice was sharp and intimidating. 

“Q King commanded to capture Azure Bird alive. It looks like his plan is to kill one by one.” In a 

temporary command center on an island, a group of high-ranking generals with shining gold stars on 

their epaulets looked at Xia Jinyuan’s arrangements on the big screen. Major General Yang laughed and 

said, “Azure Bird knows the Snow Region Brigade’s combat style. Q King won’t leave such a huge threat 

at the end. However, Azure Bird’s ability is not bad. Her reconnaissance skills have always been at the 

upper level. She won’t show her face easily. Let Q King and the rest try to catch her.” 

 


